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For security managers, dealers, integrators and OEMs, HID 
proximity cards and readers are recognized as the industry 
standard for physical access control. Featuring 125 kHz RFID
technology, HID proximity products are robust, affordable 
and seamlessly integrate with access control systems.

125 kHz Proximity Cards and Readers

HID Proximity
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ProxPoint® Plus
125 kHz value priced proximity card reader

host and/or locally controlled

MiniProx®

125 kHz mullion mount proximity card reader

Thinline® II
125 kHz low profile proximity card reader

HID Proximity Readers

* Dependent upon installation conditions and credential type

Did you know?
HID has a multilingual installation 

instructions in English, French, German, 

downloaded from www.hidglobal.com.
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ProxPro® II
25 kHz new generation proximity card reader 

Base Part Numbers

reader behind glass

axiProx®

kHz long range proximity card reader 

four inches of  metal

configurable

vehicles in parking lanes

ProxPro® with keypad 
25 kHz keypad proximity card reader with keypadr

Clock-and-Data interface

ProxPro®

25 kHz versatile proximity card reader

Clock-and-Data interface

Did you know?
HID’s ProxPass® II active vehicle tag enables convenient, hands-
free parking control when used with the MaxiProx reader.

* Dependent upon installation conditions and credential type
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HID Proximity Readers

ProxPoint Plus® MiniProx® Thinline® II ProxPro®

Base Model 

Number

Dimensions

Weight

Read Range

Mounting Mullion
electrical box

box;
Glass Mount Kit 

Power Supply

Current 

Requirements

Termination Pigtail
Pigtail or 

Pigtail

Output Formats
Clock-and-Data

Clock-and-Data,

Tamper No

Indoor/Outdoor

Warranty
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Comparison Chart

ProxPro® II
ProxPro® with 

Keypad
EntryProx™ MaxiProx® Prox80™

box, wall surface, or 
on glass with included 

adhesive pads

Mount on non-
metallic surfaces for 
optimal read range 

performance.
single-gang box

Pigtail Pigtail

Clock-and-Data
Clock-and-Data,

Clock-and-Data

No No
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and order any credential.

a binary number, which is converted into a credential number by an access control 

format and ultimately the credential number. 

1-11111111-0001011111101100-1 in red
in blue

credential

dealers and can be used by most access control systems available today. However, 

important to know the format when ordering credentials. 

credential numbers available in this format is limited, and 
therefore, the potential exists for credential numbers to be duplicated. It is important 
to understand that HID does not insure that credential numbers will not be 
duplicated. HID does not control or restrict the ordering of  credentials programmed 

credentials and universal 

card format.

In an effort to provide an open format to the industry, while simultaneously 

credential numbers 
and does not duplicate the numbers.

credential
systems can handle such a large data length format. In addition, many systems are 
unable to handle a format that does not have a facility code. 
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credentials are to be used 

this format provides the customer with an open format in which credential numbers 
will not be duplicated because HID tracks the credential manufacturing process to 
prevent duplication. 

credential

credentials.

credentials

the security dealer of  his/her choice and controlling the issuance of  credentials for 
the organization.

credential numbers.

available credential numbers and is typically reserved for customers with the need or 

the structure of  their access control system around an exclusive access control card 
format under their control.

to clarify your understanding. 
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ISOProx® II
125 kHz thin proximity card

identification capability on a single card

DuoProx® II
125 kHz thin proximity card with magnetic stripe

identification capability on a single card

printers

readers

Smart ISOProx®  II

chip embeddable (optional magnetic stripe) *

for multi-technology applications

custom graphics can increase overall card thickness.

HID Proximity Credentials

ProxCard® II
Value priced 125 kHz proximity card
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Smart DuoProx® II
25 kHz ISO-thin proximity card with magnetic

*

multi-technology applications

printers

MicroProx® Tag
125 kHz proximity adhesive tag

compatible with all HID proximity readers

ProxProgrammer®

ProxPass® II
ong range 125 kHz proximity active vehicle tag *

® reader and 
all HID card formats

battery life, 
depending on usage. 

oxKey® II
venient 125 kHz proximity keyfob

Did you know? 
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ProxCard® Plus
Wiegand and 125 kHz proximity card

photo identification capability on a single card

ProxProgrammer®

Program proximity cards and tags ON DEMAN

ProxPass active tags

HID Proximity Credentials

Did you know that most proximity, magnetic stripe and 

iCLASS credentials purchased from HID since Sept 1, 2003

have the sales order number printed on them?

most credentials ordered today. 

comes in with a credential or calls you wanting to order something but does not know 

information you need. 

BASE (BACK)KK
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FARE®/Prox Card
® card ®

ional magnetic stripe)

smart card applications, such as cashless vending, corporate 
and campus applications, event ticketing, customer loyalty and 
photo ID cards, to access control systems

with a direct image or thermal transfer printer

counterfeiting features such as holograms, ultra-violet 
fluorescent inks, micro-printing or a custom logo

LASS® Prox Card

kHz proximity thin card

existing HID proximity technology access control system

counterfeiting feature, custom artwork, or photo ID

thermal transfer printers

iCLASS® Read/Write Contactless Smart Chip & Coil

Operating Frequency: 
Memory Size: 

Read Range:

Format: 
Guide or visit our website at www.hidglobal.com/iclass.

Contact Smart Chip Module Guidelines

the leading providers of  application software and contact smart chip modules. Depending on your 

and partners, visit our website at www.hidglobal.com/smart.

MIFARE® Contactless Memory Chip and Coil

Operating Frequency: 
Memory Size: 

Read Range: 
RF Interface: 
Fixed Serial Number:
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HID Proximity Credentials

ProxCard® II ISOProx® II DuoProx® II
Smart 

ISOProx II™

Smart

DuoProx® II

Base Part Number

Read Range: *

ProxPoint® Plus

MiniProx®

Thinline® II

ProxPro®

ProxPro® II

MaxiProx®

EntryProx™

Prox80™

p

Memory Size/

Application Area

HID Proximity 125 kHz

Contact Smart Chip 

Module Embeddable
No

Wiegand Strip No

Magnetic Stripe No No

Printable ***

Standard HID Artwork Optional

Slot Punch

Visual Security Options

Additional Security 

Options

Warranty
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Comparison Chart

iCLASS® Prox MIFARE®/Prox
ProxCard®

Plus
ProxKey® II 

MicroProx®

Tag
ProxPass® II

2k bits with two 
application areas; 

No

No No

Optional No

No

Optional No

Horizontal or
Key Ring Hole No
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® Program

information to end-users regarding the securing of  people, property and 

continue to be developed to meet the demands of  ever-changing 
dynamics in the workplace.

HID Corporate 1000 Program

Frequently Asked Questions

1. What is the HID Corporate 1000 Program?

format. Card numbers are tracked in the manufacturing process to 
ensure that card numbers are not duplicated.

2. What are the benefits of the Corporate 1000 Program?

end-user.

duplication; the end-user is guaranteed that the card can be used on 
standard HID proximity card readers throughout the world. Individual 

which they have been authorized. In addition, the end-user may order 

guaranteed that card number duplication will not occur.

assured that cards in the desired format will be available for years 
to come.

platform that best meets the needs of  individual sites, while insuring 

end-user with maximum flexibility in choosing the access control 

to have one source of  supply or many.
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3. Does my company qualify to participate 
in the Corporate 1000 Program?

Format.

making on card purchases.

which HID format is used, lead times are based on the card to be 
purchased.

4. How long does it take to establish a Corporate 1000 Format?

OEM will receive the assigned format number and a copy of  the format 
via FedEx® from HID.

5. Are there any costs associated with participating in the
Corporate 1000 Program?

and initial set-up of  the end-user in the Program. Once you determine 
that you wish to participate in the Program, you will complete the 

integrator/dealer is charged a nominal fee for card management and card 
number tracking by HID. Please check with your systems integrator/
dealer to determine what impact, if  any, this will have on your card 
purchase price.

6. How do I enroll to participate in the Corporate 1000 Program?

If  you need assistance completing the form, please contact HID at 
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7. Can the Corporate 1000 Format be programmed into any HID 
proximity card?

website or check with your systems’ integrator/dealer to determine 
which proximity credential best meets your needs. 

8. Is there a specific part number associated with the use of the 
Corporate 1000 Format?

the need to put a separate line item on their P.O. that is associated with 

9. The end-user is currently using HID proximity technology but with 
another bit format. Will the existing cards be compatible with the 
Corporate 1000 Format?

you have the option of  replacing all cards at one time or transitioning 

If you choose to transition into the program, there are a few 
constraints of which you need to be aware:

format, it is important to determine if  the existing access control 
hardware/software platform has the ability to manage multiple card 
formats simultaneously. In other words, can the system manage two 

would need to be upgraded to allow for the use of  multiple bit 
formats simultaneously. 

platforms with similar limitations. 

  that you confirm that the system can handle the same card number    
  within multiple formats. 

® Program
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10. With Card Number 100 and a 26-bit format with Card Number 100, 
will the system “see” the two cards as different numbers? 

is the case, identify the highest card number used on the existing system. 
HID will then block these numbers from being used to ensure 
that the card numbers do not appear to be 
duplicates. 

11. Why does HID ask me to provide a 
card start number? Why would I use any 
number other than the number 1?
If  you plan to use two or more bit formats 
simultaneously on the same access control 
hardware/software configuration, 
there may be an issue with duplicate 
card numbers.

For example, assume that the current 

will be reading and managing two bit formats simultaneously. 

It is possible that the access control hardware/software configuration will 

different bit formats and facility/company ID codes, the system may not 
differentiate based on the same card number being used.
For this reason, many end-users choose to start their card numbering above 
the highest card number currently in use. If  you are not sure of  the highest 

12. I have other technical questions not answered here. What should I do? 
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